Facial fistula

Long-term sequelae of a complicated exodontia
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ABSTRACT

The nasoor frontal cutaneous is a complication of odontogenic infection that is often misdiagnosed with dermatological infection, and hence, mistreated. We report a case of facial fistula that developed 8 years after a dental extraction, presenting its clinical appearance, radiographical findings, and treatment approach.

Case Report. A 42-year-old Saudi female patient, not known to have any chronic medical illness, was referred to the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery in Prince Sultan Medical Military City, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia by a consultant dermatologist with a submandibular skin fistula, that was treated by antibiotic and local creams for 3 months with no improvement. Referral was to rule out an odontogenic cause. She was seen in the Oral and Maxillofacial Clinic complaining of recurrent pus discharge from her neck for the past 6 months with no history of dental pain. Examination showed an extraoral fistula in the left submandibular region with pus discharge upon palpation, intra oral examination showed no soft tissue abnormalities in the ipsilateral area with all molar teeth missing, panoramic radiograph showed a round radiolucent lesion in the left body of the mandible with presence of radiopaque foreign body inside the lesion resembling a remaining root (Figure 1). The cone beam computed tomography evaluation showed a 1x1 cm round radiolucent lesion causing displacement of the inferior alveolar canal medially with presence of an endodontically treated root inside the lesion (Figures 2 & 3). She mentioned later that she underwent teeth extraction on the same side 8 years earlier in a private dental clinic in Taif, and that if these are not infected they can be left in the bone without any complications unless implants are considered as a treatment option.2,3 However, contaminated roots are considered a source of infection and commonly exacerbated to develop extraoral cutaneous fistula.4 These cutaneous lesions often present diagnostic challenges as the lesion may arise not in close proximity to the source of the infection, and therefore misdiagnosed and treated inappropriately.5-7

Our objective is to report a case of facial fistula that developed 8 years following a dental extraction, and to emphasize the importance of a thorough clinical examination prior to any treatment.

Tooth extraction is a common procedure performed in dental clinics, and is generally considered safe. As with any procedure, complications are expected to rise during or after teeth extractions, these include; infection, dry socket, hemorrhage, and dysesthesia.1 With the increasing number of surgical extractions, the frequency of complications is expected to increase. Fracture of the root tips during extraction is a frequent finding, in which sometimes the accessibility of the fractured fragment is difficult. It has been observed
was not informed of any intraoperative complications. Following patient consent and under general anesthesia a lateral cortical window was reflected through an intraoral approach; the remaining root was exposed then removed, and the surrounding infected tissue was excised completely with preservation of the inferior alveolar nerve that was dissected and preserved medially. The cortical window was fixed to the original place by a microplate (1.5 mm) to enhance the stabilisation of the bony segment (Figures 4 & 5). The fistula was traced and excised completely with elliptical excision and closed primarily (Figure 6). Postoperatively, she was cleared from the infection but had temporary hypoesthesia in the left cheek area, which fully recovered 3 weeks after surgery. No further complications were reported.

Figure 1 - Orthopantomogram showing the remaining root of the tooth extracted 8 years earlier and the fistula (arrow).

Figure 2 - Preoperative CT view showing: A) axial view, and B) curved view of the remaining root of the tooth extracted 8 years ago (arrows).

Figure 3 - Preoperative coronal view of the remaining root of the tooth extracted 8 years ago (arrow).

Figure 4 - Orthopantomogram post removal of remaining root and fixation of the cortical window (immediate postop) (arrow).
Discussion. Long-standing odontogenic infections have been implicated in the development of cutaneous fistulae, commonly manifested from an infected tooth. These conditions are frequently misdiagnosed by general practitioners; thus, patients receive the wrong treatments, and an exacerbation of the illness occurs. Patients also seek a dermatologist for skin lesions, with subsequent frequent misdiagnosis and inappropriate treatments methods.\textsuperscript{5,7-9} For facial lesions, history and physical examination of the oral cavity condition is critical. This should include intraoral examination and radiographs as it is common for an odontogenic infection to develop extraoral pathological symptoms, and physicians have to rule out any dental origin to achieve a better prognosis.\textsuperscript{10}

This paper reports a long-term cutaneous fistula development as an exacerbation of an infected displaced remaining root; a rare complication following dental extractions. Oddly, there were no signs of infection intraorally, and the socket was completely healed. The patient remained asymptomatic for 8 years before developing the reported extraoral fistula, and radiographic evidence indicates a healing process with remodelling that took place after the tempted extraction. Edentulous areas should not be neglected during intraoral examination, even when there are no signs of infection or abnormalities in the area. Our patient showed normal intraoral features with no apparent soft tissue abnormalities. It was not until the radiographs were taken that the presence of the infected root was confirmed.

In this case, the remaining root was removed through an intraoral approach with a crestal and distal releasing incision then a lateral cortical window was created and reflected inferiorly to maintain the lower part of the bone window partially attached to the underlying bone. The root was exposed and removed gently with preservation of the inferior alveolar nerve, and then the inflamed tissues around it was excised and removed completely. This approach provided ease of locating the root and minimizing the dissection through the facial layers, which provided better accessibility and minimal scarring, and vital structures injury. Contrary to protocol, the facial fistula was excised during the same procedure as is did not show any signs of active infection or any purulent discharge of any kind as the patient was already on systemic antibiotics.

In conclusion, although odontogenic facial fistulas most frequently arise from a decayed tooth with periapical infection, the possibility of a deep bony source should be considered, especially in edentulous areas such as in this case. We emphasize the importance of radiographic examination to rule out deep bony infection, which cannot be detected by clinical examination alone. Displaced roots may cause chronic infection, which could be manifested as facial fistula. When such complication occurs, detailed documentation should be
created regarding the incidence, and the patient should be informed of the current situation. Whenever there is a facial fistula, dentists or physicians should rule out an odontogenic source by obtaining a proper dental history, examination, and radiographic investigations to find the source of the infection. In complicated extractions, infected root fragments should be removed either on the same extraction visit or after referral to a specialist.
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